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Details of Visit:

Author: lurcio
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 16/08/02 1900
Duration of Visit: 30mins
Amount Paid: 47
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Garden of Eden Birmingham
Website: http://www.goemassageparlour.co.uk
Phone: 01217066010

The Premises:

Well Bham must have a very tolerant attitude to parlours - this place is in a row of shops/housing on
the A45 but it has a fantastic shop front with massage and aromatherapy signwritten all over and to
boot, flashing lights as well! You can't miss it. Very clean, very new (only opened a week or so
back) and fantastically well decorated. Entry charge a bit steep at ?12 for half an hour, ?20 for an
hour plus "tips for the ladies in the room of ?25-50". Its just up the hill from the old and now closed
Lisa's but miles away in terms of presentation - think franchise shop rather than blacked out adult
place!

The Lady:

Tammy, mid thirties, friendly, slim and lovely figure - 34B natural breasts. Nicely spoken but not
overly chatty. All the ladies are dressed in white uniforms with rather nice undies.  

The Story:

You could be forgiven for thinking this was a straight health club it is so well turned out but once in
the room they ask you what you want, I elected for full strip hand relief at ?35. This started with a
talc massage (not all that good - the usual butterfly touch unfortunately) on a proper massage table
then she suggested we move onto the bed. She stripped and joined me but a small bed made it a
bit awkward to see her and feel those tits. She didn't put a lot of emotion into it, no verbal
encouragement but it worked out OK. Then the surprise, I was offered a dressing gown and sandals
to walk to the showers and given a bag to put my valuables in. This place is really trying to make
the experience normal and natural. The charges are a bit steep but they deserve to succeed as so
many crummy places exist. I hope the do gooders don't force them out as this sort of openness is a
good thing for the image of punting - we should be like the continent, acknowledge we do it and
make it as safe and unsleazy as possible for us as well as the ladies. The only put off was the price,
a total of ?47 for a wank is a bit much.
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